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Marvyn Morrison is first to join Council of 100, and others follow

by William Porter

The Temagami Community Foundation has accomplished much since its creation in 2001. It remains
the only community foundation in North America founded as a partnership among Aboriginal and other
community members, including seasonal residents. The objective of the Temagami Community
Foundation (“TCF”) is to promote the well-being of all members of the Temagami community by
advocating environmental stewardship and awareness; supporting community arts and culture;
honouring First Nation heritage; and fostering sustainable community economic development. Since its
founding, the TCF has granted
$162,000 into the community, and is
well on its way to being recognized as
2008 Board of
a community leader in supporting
Directors
these goals. “In a relatively short
June Keevil
time, the Foundation has established
strong roots, and has the potential to
Mac McKenzie
become a very important institution in
Kim Krech
our community,” said Walter Ross,
Vickie Calverley
immediate
past chair of the TCF
William Porter
Board
and
a
former senior partner in
Lila Cleminshaw
the Toronto office of the international
Judy Gareh
accounting firm, Ernst & Young.
Murray Pridham
To solidify the TCF as the
Cathy Dwyer-Smith
organization that connects donors to
Richard Lewis, III
community needs and to further
John Charyna
strengthen its role as a convener for Marvyn Morrison presents a check to TCF treasurer, Vickie Calverley
Pam Morgan
important issues, the TCF Board created the “Council of 100” at its March 29th Annual Meeting in
Ursula Kilbridge
Temagami. “The goal of the Council of 100 is to assemble 100 interested donors from all sectors of the
Temagami community who will each pledge $5,000 to the TCF endowment fund,” said Kim Krech,
Sarah Manderstrom
Co-Chair of the TCF Board and Office Manager at Temagami Marine. “The endowment fund will
enable the Foundation to build on its success and be a vital community asset for future generations.”
Honourary Board
The $500,000 raised through the Council of 100 will permanently endow the operation costs of the
M emb ers
TCF,
providing a base from which to expand its role as convener, collaborator, and endowment builder
Vicki Grant
for the benefit of the entire Temagami Community. The endowment will enable the TCF to dig deeper
Lorne Pacey (1915-2007)
into critical community issues; inform stakeholders, friends, and neighbors about emerging social,
Walter Ross
environmental, cultural and economic needs; form partnerships with existing and new coalitions; and
support donors in fulfilling their philanthropic goals of supporting this unique community.
Executive
Endorsing these sentiments, Marvyn Morrison, a recently returned Temagami resident who attended
Coordinators
the TCF Annual Meeting in March, became the first to join the Council of 100 with his pledge of $5000.
Lorie Hunter
“I see this as an investment in the future of the town of Temagami. I can think of no better or farShanna McFarland
reaching way to positively impact our community than by becoming a member of the Council of 100
and supporting the Temagami Community Foundation,” said Mr. Morrison.
“The Council of 100 is a great idea,” said Vicki Grant, former chair of the Foundation and Assistant Negotiator and Office
Manager for the TFN Negotiating Unit. “It will provide not only economic support, but also moral support, encouragement and
leadership to the Foundation and, in turn, to all facets of our community. The Council of 100 is a natural extension of the goals of
the Foundation. The Council will ideally reflect the rich tapestry of our community and enhance our ability to realize our vision of
creating an inclusive, healthy, and productive place to live, work and play.”
Since Mr. Morrison’s pledge, news about the Council of 100 has spread through the community, with new Council of 100
members stepping forward. We invite all members of the Temagami community to consider this opportunity to be a community
leader and life-long member of the TCF. To join the Council of 100 or to receive additional information about the Temagami
Community Foundation and its giving opportunities, please call or email the TCF office.
Co-operatively and
actively nurture and
care for the place we
know as Temagami –
the land and its
inhabitants –
for today
and the future.
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Our Recent Grantees

by Kim Krech

This year we are proud to be able to support four
projects that represent the diversity of our
community. Thank you to the community of
Temagami for giving us the opportunity to be a part
of your cultures, heritage, arts and grass root
projects.

“A Different World”

TFN Pow Wow

Temagami Stewardship
Council
Nastawgan Trails
Temagami Lions

Marten River Chapel/
Denise Cracknell
TPS Art programs

Early Years Program
Temagami Chamber
of Commerce

Temagami Train Station
Trust
Temagami Co-op
Bag Program

TRECNorth wind study

Summer community gathering on Bear Island,
c. 1895. From Bunny Miller’s collection, inherited
from her grandmother, Charlotte McLean Morrison

“A Different World” is a multimedia exhibit
designed for the boxcars at the Temagami Train
Station. Forty photographs from private collections
on Bear Island and in Temagami, dating from the
1880’s to the 1940s, will be enlarged onto cotton rag
watercolour paper, and displayed with descriptions
in English, French and Anishnabai. Stories from
tape-recorded interviews and personal recollections
of Teme-Augama Anishnabai elders, and seniors
from Temagami, will round out the exhibit, giving a
first-person account of a community in transition,
the Temagami of a century ago. The exhibit will take
place in 2009.

2008 Annual Traditional Pow Wow
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Ma Kominising Historical
Cultural Preservation Society
North Bay Professional
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Special funds:

St. Ursula’s restoration

Tracy Gauvreau
& Kim Renaud
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Laura McKenzie
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Foster Family
Aboriginal Wilderness
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The Nastawgan Trails was incorporated in 2000 to
plan, establish, maintain and promote a year-round
non-motorized trail network. Combined with 2400
kms of interconnected canoe routes, these trails help
make the Temagami/Temiskaming area a worldclass recreation destination. This year’s project will
create a trail that forms a loop between Grand
Campment Bay and Nagle Bay on the Lake
Temiskaming shoreline. This loop trail will be
accessed at the end of the Rabbit Lake Road.
Vicky Muir, Les Wilcox and Murray Muir
enjoying the view of Lake Temiskaming
from Guiding Spirit Lookout,
just north of the new trail section.

A project of the Temagami Arts, Culture &
Heritage Committee

Project CANOE

Temagami
Women’s Narrative

Nastawgan Trails Inc.

Calista Paul
at the
Pow Wow

Art Camp

We are once again running the Annual Art Camp
with Bettina Schuller and the many volunteers that
help run such a successful program each year.

The Pow Wow is an annual gathering that
celebrates and honours Anishnabai culture and
spirit, and fosters understanding and unity
among communities and neighbours. The
Temagami First Nation and the Municipality of
Temagami contribute significantly to the Pow
Wow’s success, as does a small army of
volunteers from both communities. The Pow
Wow will be held this year on August 9th and
10th at the Temagami Arena Ball Park, and all
are welcome.

The Temagami Community Foundation strives to
make a visible and lasting difference in our
community through a granting program that is
balanced, flexible, creative and responsive. If you
or your organization would like to apply for a
grant from the Foundation, please contact our
office.
Next grant application deadline: August 15, 2008.

Gathering at the Art Camp on
Bear Island

The TCF will consider projects that:
• Meet an obvious community need
within our Mission
• Promote community discussion &
dialogue
• Foster shared responsibility and
common well-being
• Involve volunteers
• Create excitement in the community

Eric Cummings receives Lorne Pacey Young Volunteers Award

This year’s recipient of the Lorne Pacey Young Volunteers Award is Eric Cummings. The
Temagami Lions Club nominated Eric for the award. Eric has not only volunteered for the
Lions since 2004, but has also volunteered at the Tracy & Kimmy Memorial baseball
tournament, washed dishes for the Catholic Women’s League, helped with the Ducks
Unlimited dinner and auction, and barbecued and cleaned up for the Fire Department’s
Education weekend. Eric loves living in Temagami and enjoys all outdoor activities, especially
kayaking, baseball, fishing, camping, and hunting. He hopes to become a Conservation Officer
in the future.
The Lorne Pacey Young Volunteers Award was instituted in 2006 to recognize youth that
volunteer in their community. Mr. Pacey, a founding TCF board member, proposed the award
because he felt that it was important to inspire youth to continue their education and volunteer
efforts in the community. It is fitting that the award is named after a person who himself
contributed so much to the TCF and to the Temagami community during his lifetime.
Congratulations, Eric, and thank you for your contributions to our community!

The TCF will not fund:
• Individuals for personal
support
• Capital Campaigns
• Operating deficits
• Political or religious
activities
• Fundraising dinners or
event sponsorships

Verla Pacey presents the
Lorne Pacey Award to
Eric Cummings

2008 Report and Comments from the Co-Chairs
on Three Days of Meetings

March 27 - The Temagami Community Foundation (TCF) convened the second Community Sustainable
Economic Development roundtable discussion at the Temagami Shores Inn & Resort. Representatives of the
Temagami First Nation, the Teme-Agama Anishnabai, the Municipality of Temagami, and seasonal residents and
the TCF again met to compare notes and report progress on initiatives undertaken and those being sustained, and
to consider means by which commonality of purpose might be identified and find further expression.

March 28 - The TCF Board of Directors met Friday at the Smoothwater Lodge. As sunny as it was outside, the receiving gift of TCF paddle from
Dick Lewis.
mood inside was even brighter. While recognizing the term expirations of Mr. Kirk Smith and Mr. Walter Ross
was hard and sad for us all, the respect for and appreciation of their efforts and successes as founding directors were a source of joy, pride, and
celebration. They have each contributed mightily and have left indelible evidence of the wisdom and commitment that guided their and the fledgling
TCF’s efforts. Mr. Spencer Johnson has chosen not to stand for reappointment as participating youth director, and Ms. Carol Imbeau, having moved
to New Liskeard, submitted her resignation from the Board. Both will be missed. Mr. Johnson was in attendance and stood to accept the Board’s
appreciation for his contributions as an inaugural member of the Youth Action Committee. Ms. Vickie Calverley, Ms. Cathy Dwyer-Smith, Ms. Pam
Morgan, and Ms. Ursula Kilbridge were then warmly greeted as new members of the Board of Directors. It is clear that they and their efforts will
be much in evidence in their upcoming terms.
Kirk Smith and Walter Ross

Mr. Marvyn Morrison, Mr. Joe Katt, and Ms. Judy Gouin provided an eloquent overview of work being done by the Arts, Culture and Heritage
Committee. The Grants Committee reported the successful funding of the sixth annual Arts Camp to be conducted at Bear Island and directed by
Bettina Schuller during the first week of July.

March 29 - A crystal clear Saturday shone on the Annual General Meeting of the TCF, again at the Smoothwater Lodge – we thank Francis Boyes
and Karen Coleman for providing conditions that went well beyond hospitable. Ms. Kim Krech, much to the delight of the entire Board, took on
the mantle of Foundation Co-Chair. The meeting concluded with Mr. Walter Ross’s appointment as an honourary member of the Board of Directors.

As reported elsewhere in this Newsletter, since its inception six years ago, the Foundation has made $162,000 of grants to worthy community
projects. Our 22 grant recipients have represented and benefited Temagami substantially. The Temagami Community Foundations is proud of its
ability to attract and promote thoughtful and consequential grant proposals, and of its role in supporting varied and meaningful community initiatives
and convening activities. In its effort to secure the long-term sustainability of the TCF, the launch of the Council of 100 was enthusiastically decided
upon by the Board of Directors, and announced at the Annual General Meeting (please see page 1 of this Newsletter). We are confident that this
unique foundation is in only its early years of making the kinds of contribution to the Temagami community that our mission demands.

The effectiveness and efficiency of these meetings were in no small part due to the efforts and organization of Ms. Lorie Hunter and Ms. Shanna
McFarland. Ms. Hunter has recently relinquished her position as our Executive Coordinator as she moves on to the Municipal Council of Temagami.
She has been stalwart in her contributions to the Foundation in its formative stage. The TCF is deeply indebted to her for her years of concern and
contributions! Ms. McFarland stepped in on very short notice and took command of the reins in orchestrating a most successful series of annual
meetings. The Board joins the two of us in expressing its thanks and appreciation of their coordinated work.
Respectfully,

Dick Lewis and Walter Ross
Co-Chairs of the Temagami Community Foundation

The TCF aims to allocate as much money as possible to our grantees while still maintaining regular contact with our donors. If you have
access to the Internet, you can help us to save money and resources by electing to access the newsletter online rather than having one
mailed to you. We will send you an email alert when a newsletter is available. We also plan to send occasional email news updates as well.
Thank you for your help!
TCF Email: temafound@onlink.net
TCF Website: www.temagamifoundation.ca

Name: ______________________________________________________
Email address:________________________________________________
I would like to access the newsletter on the website rather than having one mailed to me.
I would like to continue receiving the newsletter in the mail.

Finance and Investment Report for 2007

The past year has been a busy one for the Temagami Community Foundation and our most ambitious to date. Our financial statements show
an increase in total assets to $185,000 from $154,000, still modest compared to most community foundations.

But the real story for 2007, however, was the substantial increase in activities supported during the year, specifically the Angèle Project and
the many related ancillary events. From a number of generous donors the Foundation raised $43,000, including $14,000 from the Frog’s Breath
Foundation. Our partner, the Kennedy Gallery in North Bay, raised an additional $40,000 from the Ontario Trillium Foundation. The Project
was very successful and the refurbished rail boxcars just north of the Train Station remain a community asset available for future arts, culture
and heritage programming. Total grants made by the Foundation to date increased by $57,000 in 2007 bringing the cumulative grants made
since inception to $162,000.
These grants are made possible by the growing group of supporters listed in this newsletter. Many thanks to all of you. We are particularly
grateful for a $50,000 grant from Temfund, $38,000 of which was received in 2007. We welcome all donations, large and small. Memorial
contributions and bequests can be made to the Foundation as can donations of securities. For Canadian donors of securities that have
appreciated in value there is a complete exemption from capital gains taxes, a substantial incentive. We would be pleased to assist anyone
with the tax planning around such donations.

The Foundation is a registered Canadian charitable foundation. We have equivalent charitable status in the United States thereby making all
donations tax deductible. Our financial statements have been audited by KPMG, Chartered Accountants, and are available on request.

We commit to being good stewards of all assets entrusted to us and are confident that our funds are prudently invested as part of the
Community Foundations of Canada/Bank of Montreal “Supporting your Community” program. Investment returns were modest in 2007
reflecting difficult market conditions. Nevertheless our average return for the past two years has been 7% per annum.

The Temagami Community Foundation is now well established in Temagami. It has set strong roots. Please continue to nourish them.
Walter Ross FCA,
April 2008
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Temagami
Community Foundation
Annual
Financial Report
Grants - Cumulative
2002 - $ 25,835
2003 - $ 50,631
2004 - $ 76,096
2005 - $ 90,329
2006 - $105,508
2007 - $162,879
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2001 - $ 56,557
2002 - $120,266
2003 - $137,039
2004 - $129,282
2005 - $144,068
2006 - $154,254
2007 - $185,366

I wish to join the Council of 100 and become a lifelong member of the Temagami Community Foundation:
$5000.00
Full payment enclosed
Partial payment of $______ enclosed with balance to be paid in annual installments over the next __ (maximum 5) years.
I wish to support the Temagami Community Foundation, and am pleased to make the undernoted pledge/gift:
Amount $________
Purpose of gift:
General charitable grants to meet the changing needs of the community
Charitable grants in the following areas
Environmental awareness and stewardship
First Nation Heritage
Community arts and culturet
Sustainable community economic development
Other purpose _____________________________________
Name: ____________________________________________________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________________

Date: _______________________________ Signature: ____________________________________________________

Profiling
Our Donors
Marvyn Morrison,
Council of 100
member

by Lila Cleminshaw

Marvyn Morrison, the inaugural
member of the TCF’s new Council of 100,
has a long family connection to Temagami.
He can trace his lineage, both native and
non-native, back many generations in
Temagami, Temiskaming, and north to
James Bay. Marvyn was born in 1948, one
of 6 children. He met his future wife,
Evelyn Clark, while in high school in New
Liskeard. They married in 1972 while he
was studying engineering-geology at the
University of Toronto.
Marvyn and Evelyn had always intended
to move back north. They even considered
buying the Temagami Canoe Company
from Bill Smith, but decided that Marvyn
should finish his degree first. Then, due to
a slowed economy, they ended up working

Profiling
Our Board
Members
Dick Lewis

by Lila Cleminshaw

Dick Lewis’ family history on the lake
dates back to his grandfather, a founder of
Camp Wabun. Dick first arrived on
Garden Island in 1945, at 8 months old.
He later spent summers as a Wabun
camper and staff, and became Wabun’s
director in 1976. Dick met his wife, Marg,
in college, and they married in 1970. Marg
began working at Wabun in 1976 and was
instrumental in implementing the camp’s
decision to open to girls in 1977. Last
year, Wabun celebrated its 75th
anniversary with 4 generations of campers
represented.
The Lewis’ relationship with Lake
Temagami is unique, as Americans running
a seasonal business (Wabun) on the lake,
who also lived year-round on the lake for
four years. The decision to become yearround residents came after one of Dick’s
extremely busy days as headmaster of
Stowe School in Vermont. Marg greeted

in Toronto. Their daughter, Caitlin, was
born in 1984. The family grew more
comfortable in Toronto, and Evelyn’s early
medical needs made it necessary for them
to stay. In 2004, Evelyn died of cancer.
Marvyn stayed in Toronto for two years
afterwards, at which time he decided that it
was time for him to move back to
Temagami.
Since returning to Temagami, Marvyn
has contributed his civil engineering
experience to the Municipality, serving on
the Planning Advisory Committee, the
Committee of Adjustment, and the Public
Works Committee. He also serves on the
board of Nastawgan Trails, is technical
advisor to TREC North, and is vice-chair
of the Arts, Culture, and Heritage
Committee. He is enjoying life in
Temagami immensely.
Marvyn was introduced to the TCF at its
October board meeting. He was impressed
that the Foundation’s plans complemented
his vision for Temagami that he had even
in his youth – that Temagami should be
self-sustaining with a stable economy to

support the community, and that seeking
employment should never be a reason to
leave. Marvyn consults with Caitlin, who
graduated recently from Trent University
with a degree in Native Studies and
Environmental Studies, when he is
considering any donations. Their first
donation to the TCF, which was in
Evelyn’s honor on the anniversary of her
death, was to fund this summer’s Arts
Camp.
Part of Marvyn’s impetus for joining the
Council of 100 was the simplicity of 100
people each giving a portion of a large
goal. He hopes that his donation will
inspire others to follow suit. He said that,
since his wife’s death, he has come to
understand her final advice: “Live each
day.” He intends to live each day to its
fullest and share what he is able to give.
Marvyn sees the donation as an investment
in the future of the town, and by extension,
an investment in his own future as well.
Thank you, Marvyn, for your generosity to
the Temagami community.

him with son Jason screaming in her arms,
saying, “Jason look, Uncle Daddy’s home
for a visit!” The following year, Dick,
Marg, Jason (3 yrs old), and Jessica (5
months old) moved to Garden Island.
Dick credits the time on Temagami –
“family 24/7” – with the family’s close
relationship with one another. Dick and
Marg both taught on Bear Island, and Dick
trapped with Mac McKenzie, served on the
town planning board, and helped with the
founding of the Lake Temagami
Permanent
Residents
Association
(LaTemPRA). He also served on a
delegation from Bear Island that not only
saved the Bear Island School from closing,
but also secured one million dollars to
build the Laura MacKenzie Learning
Center. He credits the friendships of

people such as Bill Metcalf, Bill Twain,
Bob Farr, and Dick and Vicki Grant with
safeguarding and making the family feel
part of the community.
The family returned to the States in
1983. Five years ago, Marg and Jess were
able to spend a year long sabbatical on the
lake. As of this year, both Dick and Marg
have retired from teaching and plan to
spend more time on Lake Temagami.
Dick is especially proud of his children,
who, he said, “humble him.” Jason is
“twice the teacher I would ever have the
ambition to be,” he said, and Jessica is “a
walking social conscience” who will be
leaving this summer to work for a
wilderness program for orphans in
Kyrgyzstan. Dick values the family’s fourgeneration connection with both the lake
and the educational and experiential
purposes of canoe-tripping camps.
For Dick, working with the TCF is
picking up where he left off in 1983. He
feels that the TCF is gaining momentum as
the community gains understanding of the
opportunities it represents. Dick would
like the TCF to be the agent in the
community that is, to quote a student of
his, “smart in its’ heart and in its’ brain at
the same time.”

3rd and 4th generation of Lewis’ with
Camp Wabun: Jason, Jessica, Dick and Marg

The Angele Project – A great success
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Albert Lalonde, grandson of
Grey Owl and Angele.
By Arlington Hoffman

Albert tried to look serious and stern,
like Grey Owl, for this portrait,
but “it was really hard!”
he said with a laugh.

The Angele Egwuna Project, an
art exhibition displayed last summer
in Temagami, was a partnership
between the W.K.P Kennedy
Gallery in North Bay and the TCF.
Angele Egwuna was an Ojibwa
woman of the Teme-Augama
Anishnabi. She married Englishman
Archie Belaney, who later became
“Grey Owl,” the outstanding author,
conservationist and native advocate.
Archie’s time with Angele and the
Teme-Augama Anishnabi greatly
influenced his future as Grey Owl.

The art exhibition was based on
Angele’s life and marriage, as well
as the lives of her daughter Agnes
and Agnes’ family. Usually, a
community art show will evoke
discussion, participation, and pride.
This project achieved all of this
and more:
• a new and lasting relationship
among the W.K.P. Kennedy
Gallery, the TCF and the people
of Temagami;
• the creation of five seasonal jobs;
• the establishment of a new arts
facility and the new Arts, Culture
and Heritage Committee.
• more than $80,000 raised from
the Trillium and Frog’s Breath
Foundations and from private
donations. The budget was
scrupulously monitored and the
project came in within budget;
• attendance by more than 6000
people who toured the exhibition
and signed the guest book;
• unique
and
entertaining
community events held in
Temagami and on Bear Island.
Some events, like story telling,
are continuing with seniors and

by Cathy Dwyer-Smith

elders within the community.
• collaboration between volunteers
from Bear Island and Temagami.
The “co-community” volunteer
involvement has been carried on
in the new Arts Committee.

Angele’s grandson, Albert
Lalonde died suddenly and
unexpectedly in a tragic accident on
the lake in August. In light of that
great sadness, perhaps the most
poignant achievement of the The
Angele Egwuna Project was
safeguarding his life-long dream of
celebrating his grandmother, and
ensuring that her story would be
told and brought to the people. This
was splendidly accomplished in the
Temagami Box Cars. Clearly, life is
precious, and it is important to step
back, gain perspective, and enjoy
successes. Angele’s successes were
many, and not generally recognized,
until this magnificent exhibit and
testimony made them visible to us
all. We owe Albert and his family a
great debt of gratitude for their
combined efforts to help us see the
excellence in our midst.

We would like to acknowledge all of our donors and express our appreciation for investing in the Foundation, which is an investment in our community.
Angele Project

Vickie and Peter Calverley
Stanley and Marlene Casper
Frog’s Breath Foundation
Richard and Sally Grout
J. Boyd and Rose Matchett
John and Deborah Nixon
Paul Oberman and Eve Lewis
Tom and Kathy Obradovich
Richard and Allyne Portmann
Carol Rykert
Liz Rykert
Temagami First Nation
Temagami Garden Centre

Sustainable Community Economic
Development
Vivian Hylands Hostetler
Barry and Sandra Smith

General Fund Endowment

Wayne and Gail Adair
Richard and Dawna Armstrong
Anna Borecki
Daniel and Jane Carpenter Sr.
Sandra Chivers
Mary and Clive Clark
Susan Clarke
The Cleminshaw Family
Michael and Katherine Culbert
Anne Cummings and Ted Hallberg
Josephine and Leonard Cunningham
William and Patricia Davies
Gary Delachevrotiere and
Joanne Vaughan
Edgar Eagle
Walter and Rosemary Friz
Frederic Gardner
Jack and Gerta Glenn
Mary Gmitrowicz
Richard and Sally Grout
Leonard and Joyce Guppy
Elizabeth Guppy Lussier

Susan Hampton
Frank Hartzell Jr.
Clair Hess
Paul and Carolyn Hunter
Carl and Schramm Johnson
Richard and Wendy Johnston
David and Loretta Jones
John and Aideen Kirby
David & Anne Kittredge
Gord and Doreen Lak
Judy Lederman
Carla Lennox
G.A. and Catherine Mackay
J. Boyd and Rose Matchett
Rosalie Matchett-Short
John and Shirley McCague
Lydia McClure
Paul and Sara Middleton
Gordon and Susan Miller
Elizabeth Moore
Pamela Morgan
Bill and Marjorie Nelson
Nicoll Plumstead
William and Anne Porter
Timothy Richardson
Virginia & Richard Scarlet
Jeff and Judith Schneider
Sam Scovil
Susan Shane
Barbara Shane and Mike Cox
Linda and Dave Soper
Diane Taylor
Temagami Lakes Association
Temagami Lions Club
Shelley Timms
Linda & Tom Whyte
Malcolm and Louise Wilson
Thomas and Joan Wilson
J.M. and Josie Yoshioka

John Guppy White Bear Trails
Memorial Fund
Doug and Margaret Adams
Fred and Marion Blake
Debbie Charette

Robert and Yoland Comstock
Herb Constante
Marlene Corbett
Al and Evelyn Davies
Betty Durette
James and Virginia Fildes
Mariette and Lockie Goddard
Barry Graham
Leonard and Joyce Guppy
Irene Guppy & Family
Barbara Hendrickson
Sam and Barb Hodgson
Larry and Carol Hoffman
Sherry Kasprzyk (Roosevelt)
Tommy and Brenda Kester
Jim Kitts
Norman and Marilyn Lacroix
Gina and Raymond Langis
Barbara Laronde
Biff & Carol Lowery
Ken and Judy Luzzi
Gary and Karen McLaren
May Metcalfe
Joseph and Joan Montgomery
Linda Morrin
Margaret Niemi
Aila Norppa
Hilja Norppa
Terry and Delores O’Connor
Verla Pacey
Evelyn Pickard
Georgette Reeder
Pearl Rinker
Carlos and Heather Rojas-Reid
Walter and Joanne Ross
Robert and Shelley Rowland
John Rumney
Marion Russell
Lloyd and Blanche Saunders
Sam Speer
St. Simon’s Anglican Church
John and Nancy Tuomi
Barbara Wakeen
John and Millie White
Audrey Wood

Flow-Through Funds

Bradford Hall and Deirdre Porter
(in memory of Avery Reeder)
Kim and Jim Krech
Nate Levin
Marvyn Morrison and Caitlin Morrison
Operating Funds

Lila Cleminshaw and Keith Erickson
Kim and Jim Krech
William and Anne Porter
Walter and Joanne Ross
Kirk and Cathy Smith
Temfund

Lorne Pacey Young Volunteer Award
Bursary
Robert and Annabelle Davies
Verla Pacey
Ruth Pacey
Brian & Cindy Pacey & Sharkey
Ramsay Law Office

Kim Renaud and Tracy Gauvreau
Memorial Funds

Doug and Margaret Adams
B & D Chip Stand
Misc. Cash donors
Gerald and Shirley Gauvreau
Barry Graham
Kim & Tracy Memorial Scholarship
Ike & Gloria Laba
George and Linda Mathias
Doreen Roberts
Royal Canadian Legion, Branch 408
Gerald & Julie Stroud
Temagami Auto Clinic
Temagami Boat Livery
Temagami Garden Centre
Temagami Shell

